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Dear Readers,

Memory is one of those things, you know, that is as ephemerally
fickle as it is ostensibly concrete. It permeates our being — it is
as much about our past as it is about our present and our future.
As we live through each moment, our memories extend through
time and space, making sense of our reality and dreams. We
can perhaps even say that because of memory, we become
omnipresent — not unlike the gods.
In this issue, we bring to you a series of meditative musings
on memory. In Feature, actor-writer Neo Hai Bin traverses the
different dimensions of memory, prosing the dialectics as well as
the poetics. In Guest Columns, museum employee Iskander Mydin
maps the topography of memory by situating it in socio-political
landscapes, as veteran historian Han Tan Juan recounts his
fascinating life experience of living through six different political
regimes. In Theatre A-B-C, educator Chang Mei Yee traces the
process of two Reminiscence Theatre projects and the ways in
which memories are recollected, molded and performed. In a
special segment, film director Royston Tan’s short No Admittance
makes an Encore appearance. Last but definitely not the least
in Open Call, our reader Yeh Yue Hann looks into the past with
her old family photographs — quite literally! We look forward
to submissions from you — our readers — drop us an email at
draft@dramabox.org!
Oh, and did we mention how happy we are to feature the
blisteringly beautiful photographs taken by our dear friend
Rebecca Toh, and the exceptionally delicate design by the
ingenious Yong Yi?
We hope you enjoy this ramble as much as we enjoyed
working on it. Here’s to us remembering and forgetting.
Yours,

Wang Fang, Kate
Co-editor
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within the
fissure of time
ą rambling discourse
written by Neo Hai Bin

Let's keep a ‘memory inventory’ in the space below, by listing
down the memories that are especially precious to you. For
instance, the memory of yourself walking down the road everyday
when you were five, the kiss at sixteen, the glaring sun on the
morning after you got retrenched, etc.

0
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Shall we play a game?

You might need more space. Anyhow, when you are done, would
you mind sharing your list with me? Who knows, you might just
enlighten me on the importance, or unimportance, of remembering.
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My family has known our neighbours for more than two decades.
I never knew the uncle's name though; I would simply call
him ‘Uncle’. Uncle was actually not very old, and was an
extremely pleasant man to chat with. As I grew up, we found
each other to be rather congenial. I did not see him very
often, but whenever I did, the conversation was cordial. As
years went by, Uncle's health started deteriorating. At one
point he was reduced to a thin figure after a few surgical
operations. It was a painful sight for all of us. Nevertheless,
I was always impressed by his positive outlook on life.
When I was young, I looked to him as my elder; when
I could finally appreciate him as a friend, he passed away
suddenly from cancer.
In the days following Uncle's demise, I felt this
immense void in the air; it was as though a piece of jigsaw
was missing from the puzzle. It was only then that I realised
that the human body actually leaves its mark on the physical
world — say a large white pillar in your room vanishes one
fine morning, in the next few days you are likely not to step
into the spot where the pillar used to be.
I also learnt about the impossibility of separating
memory from space. Today, we have the physical space to
remember and be reminded of Uncle, but when the flat is
demolished, all of Uncle's presence as well as all our
memories of the man would be wiped away. And when we
too leave this world, our memories and our physical body
will also dissipate into nothingness. Our presence is so
insignificant that we try our best to mean something, to
leave our mark, like a stubborn stain on a porcelain cup.
I wonder though — is there any coffee cup that refuses
to be washed, just so it can retain the imprint of the
drinker's lips?
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I believe that the body is
capable of remembering. In
the book Body Aesthetics,
Taiwanese writer Chiang Hsun
wrote about body memory:

right. Yoga practitioners might
be more agreeable to this.
Since the body is the
carrier of our memories, it is
only reasonable that we should
be more sensitive towards it.
“… My friend who learnt medical
Body memories not only
science told me, since the brain is
construct our ‘self’ and
not yet developed, memories could
identity, they also affect
not have existed. However, those
how we act and behave. They
memories did not seem to belong to are cumulative of our life
the brain, but instead from within
experiences and shape our
my body. The memories in the brain temperament, and then
can be lost; but memories of the
reinforced through our actions,
body are forever etched on the skin, thereby constructing our later
in the muscles, the bones …”
life experiences. Social ethics
and norms are also taught to
When I was learning how to
us by leaving memories in our
ride a bicycle, I was told
bodies.
‘Once you've learnt it,
According to Taiwanese
you’ll never forget it’. When
poet Yu Guangzhong, the body
I was learning to swim, I was
is not only capable of storing
told the same thing. When I
personal memories, but also
was introduced to the world
memories of an entire
of theatre, my theatre
civilisation. He mentioned
predecessor said to me, ‘You
in an interview:
are able to recall whatever
your body has experienced’.
Indeed, memories do
reside in the body, to be
awakened when conditions are

2

“Homesickness — it would be simple
if it were simply a longing for fellow
countrymen, for that is human
nature. But for an intellectual,
'space' is added to the equation,
made manifold by 'time', magnified
by the memory of the 'culture' and
'vicissitudes of life' — this nostalgia
would then be three-dimensional.
The memory of an individual only
lasts a few decades, but the memory
of an entire ethnicity spans across a
few thousand years. These memories
ferment into allusions, myths and
history that permeate into your very
soul, and you bring it along with
you everywhere you go. Your body
contains the very soul of the Qin
and the Han, the Tang and the
Song dynasties.”
Yu’s definition of nostalgia
or memories is indeed very
different from our laymen
understanding.
In Sophie's World,
Jostein Gaarder wrote, ‘We
too are stardust’, suggesting
that our bodies contain the
memories of the very beginning
of the universe …

The answer of the
universe lies right within
our bodies.
Ah, isn't that touching,
you asked. Yes, indeed, I
replied.
One day, when I should
finally bid farewell to my
body, I will be glad to know
that my body can bring a whole
lifetime-worth of memories
and return to dust, adding
on to the great collection
of memories of the universe.
Shouldn't I strive to live
my life to the fullest then?
Ah, isn't that a moving
epiphany, you asked. Yes,
indeed, I replied.
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Dear S,
When I was in university, my
professor showed us a prose
by Mainland Chinese writer Yu
Qiuyu ‘The Stillness in Situ’.
It went like this:

“I'd been to a place, as
mysterious as a myth, as
abstract as a dream. A lot
of Singaporeans, even though
they have lived here for a
long time, do not know of
this place — and they were
surprised when I told them
about it. It was Mr Han Tan
Juan who brought me there… ”

On this tiny island, we are all
too familiar with the evertransitioning landscape. Liang
Wern Fook once wrote a song

Travelling from East Coast to
West, denouncing the too-rapid
development of Singapore. There
is a particularly poignant line:

“thousands of people /
awoke after a slumber /
and are unable to find traces
of their fathers' childhood”

It is no surprise then that
there is a growing sense of
anxiety among this generation
of Singaporeans. In this
increasingly unfamiliar
The place Yu was referring to
landscape, it is not only
was the Japanese Cemetery Park
impossible to retrace the
near Yio Chu Kang. None of my
childhood of past generations —
classmates had heard of that
even our own childhood is
place either. Should the
cemetery park one day be exhumed disappearing quickly. That
is why a lot of ‘memorial
and destroyed in the name of
development, it is possible that websites’ such as Remember
no one would bat an eyelid, for Singapore, Yesterday.sg, and
Good Morning Yesterday are
this is a ‘small’ memory that
created to collect pictures
belongs only to a few, and is
of old places, and to document
not part of the larger,
writings that describe the
collective ‘Singapore memory’.
Singapore that is no longer.
My dear S, I wonder
My dear S, the interesting
if memories can be ranked
thing about memories is that
according to how valuable they
through the passage of time, we
are. Who gets to decide what
are only able to make out the
kind of memories deserve to
outlines. And we know very well
be kept?

In this
increasingly
unfamiliar
landscape, it is
not only
impossible to
retrace the
childhood of past
generations —
even our own
childhood is
disappearing
quickly.

the power of imagination, how
the mind is capable of filling
up with details when only given
an outline. So we can never
be sure how much accuracy is
retained when someone describes
his/her memory. When we are
relating our memories, we are
inevitably constructing and
reconstructing our experiences.
Let me put it this way: When a
person decides to narrate his
or her memories, the narration
is by nature literary.
Memory, as a record
of an event from a person's
perspective, is always
subjective; a different
participant in the same event
might experience it differently.
The term ‘collective memory’ is
misleading, it is simply a story
or narrative that a group of
people agree upon. History is
never objective, simply because
of the subjective nature of
memory.
Ah, I have digressed…
My dear S, when I was in Macau
earlier this year for a theatre
festival, I saw a lot of
beautiful colonial buildings
in that small city. It is

one of the most prominent
characteristics of the city.
I remember as I walked along
the streets, I was wondering,
‘What is it like to grow up
in a city full of history and
memories? Would the people
here be indifferent to these
historical buildings, like
how we in Singapore are numb
to the ever-changing city
landscape? If these buildings
had to be torn down for
whatever reasons, how many
people would support it,
and how many would oppose?’
My dear S, the question
of identity is a pressing
one for this generation of
Singaporeans with such shallow
memories. In order to find our
answers, we can only try to
retain any carrier of our
memories, and sometimes we even
go to the extent of creating
and reshaping our memories.
My dear S, I think there is
a reason for our impatience —
for no one likes living like
a homeless vagabond …
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Indeed,
memories do
reside in the
body, to be
awakened when
conditions are
right.
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There is a poem from a poet
Su Shi, of the Song dynasty,
that I particularly like:
For the long years the living
of the dead knows nought,
Though to my mind not brought,
Could the dead be forgot?
Her Lonely grave is far,
a thousand miles away.
To whom can I my grief convey?
Revived even if she be, could she
still know me? My face is worn
with care. And frosted is my hair.
Last night I dreamed of
coming to my native place;
She was making up her face
Before her mirror with grace.
Each saw the other hushed.
But from our eyes tears gushed.
Can I not be heart-broken
when I am awoken
From her grave clad with pines,
Where only the moon shines!
Riverside Town: A Dream of the Night
of the 20th Day of the 1st Moon 1075

Thanks to the ability to
remember, feelings are able to

travel through time and space,
across life and death. Time
has no effect, and sentiments
are preserved. Su Shi's
emotions, thousands of years
ago, are accessible even by
readers today. Do human
sentiments gain ‘eternality’
because of this ability to
preserve memories? Or are
memories only precious because
of our ability to feel? I
guess both are equally
accurate descriptions of the
nature of time and sentiments.
In the play Everything
but the Brain, the main
character, in a bid to prolong
her father's life, tries to
stop time by attempting to
travel at the speed of light.
Hong Kong science-fiction
writer Ni Kuang pointed out
that human thought is faster
than the speed of light.
Simply with our thoughts, we
are able to control and travel
freely through time and space.
We are able to replay and loop
any episode from our memories,
to freely recall any point of

our lives. I lie in bed every
night travelling through and
forth time, without even any
need for a luggage.
But not everyone wants
to keep their memories. Some
might actually consider a
particular memory a burden.
In Peter Chan's Perhaps Love,
Ji Jin Hee (who played the
role of a ‘memory collector’)
has a monologue like this:

4

“Life is like a film… I'm responsible
for keeping track of these deleted
footages; I make sure they are
intact. Because people do make
mistakes in editing all the time.
When they realise they made the
wrong cut, I'll deliver the footages
back to them.”
The characters in the film
try to edit their stories, and
they do not realise what they
discard is actually very
precious to others. How can
anyone claim to have the best
editing skill? Perhaps when we
are engrossed in the splicing
and editing of our memories,
life itself is looking at us,
with arms folded, head tilted.

Perhaps no one can
resist the temptation to visit
the clinic ‘Lacuna Inc’ in the
movie Eternal Sunshine of the
Spotless Mind. We are always
tempted by the possibility of
starting all over again. In
the movie though, we are shown
that even if we did have the
chance to start over, we might
not necessarily be happier.
The characters in the movie
are plagued by feelings of
loss and anxiety because of
the void in their memory. They
make the same mistakes and
cannot really start afresh;
instead they continue
suffering as they try to
manage the gap in their lives.
In Perhaps Love, the story
ends with the characters
keeping their painful
memories — but when they’re
able to let go, they emerge
with ease and relief.
However, if there really
was a clinic like ‘Lacuna
Inc’, would I be able to
resist a visit?
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As I was having coffee in a cafe, a lady in
a black gown came over and sat in front of
me, silent as a cat.
She had shoulder-length hair that was
black as night. Her eyes, dark and deep as
the abyss, her nails painted black. Her
complexion was fair, so fair it seemed as
if she was glowing, even though it was a bright,
sunny day.
The lady took a book out from her dark
handbag and opened it. I listened to her as she
looked at the pages, heard every word and every
sentence, even though her eyes were slightly
closed, her lips motionless, and she was still
as a marble statue. But I could hear her.
It was a story from The Book of Lieh-Tzu.
It tells of a man called Hua-Tzu who, in his
middle age, is inflicted by amnesia. His wife
looks for doctors who can cure him, and finally
comes across a learnt professor who manages to
cure her husband of the devastating sickness.
But once Hua-Tzu recovers, he flies into a great
rage, divorces his wife, beats his sons, and the
professor pursues him in the streets. To
people’s questioning, he says:

“Lately when I was steeped in forgetfulness,
my senses were so benumbed that I was quite
unconscious of the existence of the external world.
But now I have been brought suddenly to a perception
of the events of half a lifetime. Preservation and
destruction, gain and loss, sorrow and joy, love and

hate have begun to throw out their myriad tentacles to invade
my peace; and these emotions will, I fear, continue to keep my
mind in the state of turmoil that I now experience. Oh! If I
could but recapture a short moment of that blessed oblivion!”

5

The lady flipped her book close, and I thought I heard
the pages of history flip close as well. It sounded
very much like a deep sigh. I said, ‘Poor Hua-Tzu,
once he became aware of preservation and destruction,
gain and loss, sorrow and joy, love and hate, he
forgot to forget. He never really did manage to forget
all distinctions. He was trapped, not because he could
remember, but trapped by his own self.’
The lady remained silent, and I too had nothing
more to say. Even though it was a bright, sunny day,
and there was no breeze, it was not at all hot or
stuffy. I took another sip of the coffee, and was
suddenly unsure if the lady in black actually did
exist, or if it was not her but Hua-Tzu's melancholic
wife who sat in front of me. I was uncertain if it
was I who listened to Hua-Tzu's story, or if it was
actually Hua-Tzu who had listened to the lady in
black. Perhaps, I was not drinking coffee, but wine —
I cannot remember. In the movie Ashes of Time, Leslie
Cheung lamented, after drinking a special lacuna wine
given by his lover: ‘It was a joke she played on me.
For the more you wish to forget, the more it will
stick in your mind …’
It was a bright, sunny day… but I might have
really forgotten who was there and what actually
happened.
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There are things I
thought I had
forgotten; but now I
understand that the
past cannot be
forgotten, only sealed
and kept away.
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It is time to end this discourse — today, as I
was searching through my room, I came upon a
pile of old stuff.
Memory is a strange thing indeed. You may
not have revisited a memory, yet once you look
through your old belongings, the memory can come
back and swallow you whole. There are things I
thought I had forgotten; but now I understand
that the past cannot be forgotten, only sealed
and kept away.
As I examined my past in the dusty passage
of time, memories came back at me, but they
seemed strangely unfamiliar, as if they belonged
to someone else.
It was then that I realised that a person's
journey is rather similar to a snake shedding
its skin. Usually, as we look back at the past,
two things can happen: we realise that we have
already let go, but not forgotten; or we may
realise that we have never ever let go of
the past.
Such is life.
Then I found an old phone, which actually
lit up when I switched it on. I decided to put
in a SIM card. I wonder what that stranger from
the past left behind.
The tiny screen lit up again.

6

Neo Hai Bin has been
a freelance theatre
practitioner for the past
two years. His love of
writing stems from his
passion for reading and he
has written prose, poems
and short stories for local
newspapers and publishers
over the years. On a more
regular basis though, he
has been writing critiques
for Lianhe Zaobao columns.
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To say that I am a veteran of six
‘dynasties’ may be a bit of an
exaggeration, but over the course
of my 71 years, I have indeed
experienced the rule of six
regimes. The first was the
Japanese occupation of
Singapore (1942 to 1945), followed
by British colonial rule (1945 to
1959), Singapore under
self-government (1959 to 1963),
Singapore as part of Malaysia
(1963 to 1965), and finally the
Republic of Singapore (1965 to
present). From 1949 to 1952, I
lived on Hainan Island with my
mother, in our ancestral village,
and thus also experienced the
political transition from the
Kuomintang government to the
People’s Republic of China.
Singapore’s self-government was
still under the umbrella of the
British colonial system, so in
actual fact I experienced only six
regimes. The following are some
of my thoughts on this unique
life experience.

Written
Translated

Han Tan Juan
Hong Xinyi
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I was born in June 1942, in Malaya (there
was no Malaysia then), specifically in Kulai,
a small town in Johor. At the time, the
Japanese army had already occupied the
state of Johor for six months, and I lived
under Japanese rule for three and a half
years. (The Chinese had a derogatory term
for the Japanese flag: they called it the
‘plaster flag’). My parents were rubber
plantation workers, and my mother started
work before dawn every day even when
she was pregnant with me. She had no other
choice, as we were not well off at the time,
and not working meant no income. She was
still tapping rubber on her due date — as a
result, I was born in the rubber plantation,
a true son of the rubber forest.
In August 1945, the Japanese surrendered.
By September, the British had returned to
Malaya and restored their colonial regime,
and I became an overseas British subject.
From 1946 onwards, I settled in Singapore.

In 1948, I turned six years old. By today’s
standards, this would be the age for starting
kindergarten. However, at the time, there
were very few kindergartens in Singapore
and most of them charged very high fees
that could only be afforded by the wealthy.
As a result, the Chinese-medium schools
of the time lowered their admission age for
Primary One to six years old. Under these
circumstances, I began my primary
education at Catholic High.
In my second year of primary school,
our relatives in Hainan sent word that our
ancestral home was in a bad state due to
lack of maintenance, and urgently required
repairs. My father couldn’t leave his work at
the provision shop, so he arranged for my
mother, my two younger brothers and I to
return to Hainan to take charge of repairing
the house. We later discovered that repairs
proved too difficult, so we simply built a
new house next to the old one.
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She was still tapping
rubber on her due
date —as a result,
I was born in the
rubber plantation,
a true son of the
rubber forest.

When I went to Hainan in 1949, I had a
passport issued by the Republic of China.
At the time, the People’s Republic of China
had already been established in Beijing,
but Hainan was still under the control of the
Kuomintang. I was still a son of the Republic
of China when I first returned, but by April
1950, the People’s Liberation Army had
crossed the Qiongzhou Strait and defeated
the Kuomintang army on Hainan Island. A
new era had begun. The Five-Starred Red
Flag was raised in Hainan, and I became
a citizen of the People’s Republic of China.
I lived in Hainan for two and a half years, and
celebrated two Chinese national days there.
I even learned a few songs that celebrated
the Communist revolution, such as The East
Is Red and Without the Communist Party,
There Would Be No New China. I also listened
to songs like The March of the Chinese
People’s Liberation Army and Three Rules
of Discipline and Eight Rules of Attention.
To my recollection, the People’s Liberation
Army had very strict discipline, and loved and
protected the people. The soldiers stationed
in our village even helped us to transport
water, chop firewood and mend roads.

In 1951, when I was attending a class on
manual labour (i.e., chopping trees in the
forest), my left hand was accidentally
injured by a classmate. Two of my fingers
were broken and I lost a great deal of
blood, and almost my life. There was
no way to recuperate properly in the
countryside, so I followed a relative back
to Singapore. My father took me to see a
Western doctor to treat my injury. That was
how I recovered my identity as an overseas

British subject, and returned to Catholic
High to resume my studies.
In June 1959, Singapore established
self-government, and I became a
‘prospective’ Singapore citizen (I was not
born in Singapore, and could not become
an official citizen before the age of 21).
In 1962, I applied for naturalisation as a
Singapore citizen. According to the official
regulations, in order to become a citizen, I
had to go to the citizenship registry to take
a citizenship oath before I turned 21 in June
1963. On September 16 that year, Malaysia
was founded. Not long after that, I received
an official letter from Singapore’s
citizenship registry, asking me to explain
‘why my Singapore citizenship should not
be revoked’. I didn’t reply. About a month
later (I don’t recall the specifics, these
events happened half a century ago), I
received an official notice: My Singapore
citizenship (not Malaysian citizenship)
had been revoked.
This was how I became a ‘permanent
resident without nationality’ overnight. I
couldn’t leave Singapore, because in order
to do so I would first have to apply for a
‘return pass’, or I might not be able to get
back into the country. Instead of a passport,
I had only an ‘identity certificate’, and I
could only travel to West Malaysia (the
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Malay Peninsula), and had to spend over
10 dollars on visa application each time. I
was also unable to apply for a Housing
Development Board flat, and had to apply
for a work permit if I wanted to get a job.
As a non-citizen, I would also have had
to pay high school fees for my children.
Fortunately, my wife was a Singapore
citizen, so we could still access some of
the benefits of citizenship.

There were about
200,000 people
in Singapore like
me who lost
their citizenship
overnight and
became without
nationalities.

I endured these days of being without
nationality for 20 years. I persisted in trying
to recover my citizenship rights, applying
year after year. In the latter half of 1983, the
authorities restored my citizenship, and I
finally became a proper citizen of the
Republic of Singapore. One of the important
reasons I was able to regain citizenship was
my employment at Lianhe Wanbao as a
reporter and editor. Lianhe Wanbao and
Lianhe Zaobao belonged Singapore News
and Publishing Limited (later merged into
Singapore Press Holdings). The general
manager Ung Gim Sei and Zaobao
editor-in-chief Mok Lee Kwang were very
sympathetic towards my predicament,
and Mr Huang wrote in his official capacity
to appeal for the reissue of my citizenship. I
found out later that citizenship applications
at the time had better chances of approval if
they were accompanied by recommendations
from big organisations or companies. I
remain very grateful to Mr Mok and Mr
Ung for their help.
With citizenship, I also received my first
international passport, and had my first
experience of travelling abroad by plane.
A lot of friends find it hard to believe my
story. There were about 200,000 people in
Singapore like me who lost their citizenship
overnight and became without nationalities.
They were born in Malaya, but had been
living in Singapore from a young age.
Singapore broke away from Malaysia
very abruptly, so there were no proper

arrangements made for the citizenships
of these people, and neither the Singapore
nor Malaysian government acknowledged
them as citizens. These were different
circumstances from mine, as my citizenship
was revoked due to political reasons.
I am just an ordinary person who happened
to live through turbulent times. Over 71 years,
the seismic changes in Singapore, Malaysia
and China have left indelible imprints on my
life and my soul.

Han Tan Juan was Lianhe Zaobao’s
executive editor, and worked in
journalism for 30-odd years. He
retired in May 2004. He has a
Master’s degree in history
from Xiamen University, and
is currently undertaking PhD
research in history at Xiamen
University. He is the vicepresident of the World War II
History Research Association and
lectures on Chinese history for
Hainan Hwee Kuan in Singapore.
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It is only in recent times that memory
has entered contemporary life in
Singapore on a scale not seen in past
decades. This is evident in the many
ways that individuals and groups have
sought to publicise the continuing
relevance of historically-laden sites,
for example, in the old housing estate
of Queenstown and the Bukit Brown
cemetery, and the commemoration of the
sacrifices of those who served during
the wartime period. In addition,
there are also numerous online sites
remembering and recollecting what
is perceived as lost in Singapore.
Given this surge, the topic of memory
is a pertinent field to explore
especially when memory has arguably
become public discourse. This article
will attempt to make a preliminary
analysis of a topography of memory
and the utility of memory in linking
people, landscape, and the future with
reference to contemporary Singapore.
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P e rs p e c ti ve
The work of the early 20th
century French philosopher, Henri
Bergson, is of particular relevance
in any consideration of memory. In
his book, Matter and Memory, Bergson
sketches a texture of memory that
moves beyond memory’s role as ‘a
store of recollections’ to one that
‘illuminate(s) the present situation
with a view to ultimate action’1. In
this perspective, memory is brought
upfront as agency in mediating the
relentless imprint of life on time
and consciousness. Time is duration,
a term introduced by Bergson which
poignantly illustrates the fluid and
heterogeneous dimension within which
memory meanders in a non-material
world that can only be perceived
intuitively.
Bergson’s call for intuitive
understanding and empathy is useful
when faced with the liquid dimension
of memory, in the complex interface
between an incident and its
recollection as reflected in the
case of trauma, flashback, and false
memory or when encountering differing
witness recollections of an incident.
For example, the Japanese writer,
Ryunosuke Akutagawa, in his classic
short story Rashomon2 narrates the

Ghosts
events of a murder through seven
connected testimonies including
that of the murderer and the
murdered man. The testimonies
present the viewpoints of seven
individuals including the spirit
of the murdered man whose testimony
ends the story. The question that
Akutagawa leaves the reader with
is which version should we take,
or are the respective versions just
ways of perceiving memory? Perhaps,
one is inclined towards the
testimony of the spirit of the
murdered man as probably being
closer to the truth on the grounds
that the victim’s voice is often
a privileged one in terms of its
authenticity over other contending
accounts. Akutagawa’s story
illustrates the role of memory
in enabling room for both the
ambivalent and our need for
certainty to co-exist.

A similar aura exists with the
memories of ghosts who are perceived
to dwell in abandoned or traumatised
landscapes and their existence in a
no-man’s land between past, present
and future. In this sense, the
spectral world can be regarded
as the alter ego of memory for it
serves a function in reminding us
that humans are not the only ones
capable of remembering. Ghosts do
remember and true ghost stories
have credible appeal. Spectral
consciousness is also an underlying
theme that runs across an American
landscape inhabited by legacies of
slavery, secession, and civil war in
the works of William Faulkner. The
role of ghosts laying their burdens
on the present and as foretellers of
the future is also evident in Karl
Marx’s prescient commentaries on the
European socio-political situation
more than a century ago as seen
in The Communist Manifesto and
in The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis
Bonaparte.

Time is
duration, a term
introduced by
Bergson which
poignantly
illustrates the
fluid and
heterogeneous
dimension within
which memory
meanders in a
non-material
world that can
only be
perceived
intuitively.
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While their parents
and grandparents
have relatively
remained silent,
these ‘grandchildren of 1965’
have become vocal
advocates of
preservation &
of a return to
history and
rootedness.

Embedded and
Undulating Memories
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Topography
Memory is intimately rooted
in the physical terrain of
existence through people’s life
experiences and trajectories
whether in the external landscape
or in the interior of dwelling.
This relationship can be expressed
metaphorically as a topography
comprising a ‘stream of
consciousness’ of various types of
memories, some already embedded
while others continuing to flow.
In the Singapore context, the
topography of memory is located at
the intersections of island, city
and the nation, depending on one’s
inclination, affiliation and
position. In these zones are those
who remember the island in its
pre-development contours such as
the old river settlements now
dammed into canals and reservoirs,
and of the forgotten islands of
Singapore; there are those who
remember the city as it grew and
developed, and there are those who
remember the nation as it emerged
and transformed itself. Owing
to the dense palimpsest of the
inherited landscape as well as of

the built contemporary, diverse
memories co-exist, overlapping in
many cases, emerging and receding
with the progressive utopian
phases of the Singapore
developmental project. In the
absence of visible difference in
the contemporary landscape, there
is homogeneity in the sense of
the local. Jurong East does not
seem a world apart from Pasir Ris
and vice versa and this can be
said of much of neighbourhood
Singapore. The types of memories
that will emerge with the
homogeneity of landscape
and experience would be an
interesting phenomenon to chart
in the future.

In the Singapore context, the topography of
memory is located at the intersections of
island, city and the nation, depending on
one’s inclination, affiliation and position.

Within this topography are
embedded memories such as the oral
history recordings in the national
archives, published memoirs and
autobiographies — and undulating
memories that are situational,
on-going, unfinished or hovering
between secrecy and disclosure.
Embedded memories are new documents
of the past. Undulating memories
derive from transience such as the
transnational memories of migratory
labour — from close relationships
such as the transmission of
inter-generational memories between
grandparents and grandchildren
particularly grandmothers and
granddaughters, from compartmentalisation such as ethnic memories,
diaspora memories, sexual minority
memories, prison memories including
clemency appeals and ‘underground’
memories of police informers, or
decontextualised such as artefact
memories as seen through private
collectors’ eyes or showcased in
museum exhibitions.
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‘ K a mp u n g ’ a nd ‘Fictive’ Memories
‘Kampung’ memories and ‘fictive’
memories are a new dimension of the
topography of memory. Although there
are oral history recordings which were
undertaken more than two decades ago of
kampong life in Singapore, the ‘kampung
life spirit’ has now taken on a new role
in generating lost ideals and values in
present-day community life in Singapore.
In addition, it has also attempted
to link the generation born after the
disappearance of the last kampongs with
an idealised version of community life.
Related to this appropriation is also
the concept of ‘fictive’ memories which
are not fabrications as the name
suggests but taken here to mean the
reflexive pursuit of memory and claims
to a lost heritage on the part of a
generation with no living memories of
the pre and post 65 decades. While their
parents and grandparents have relatively
remained silent, these ‘grandchildren of
1965’ have become vocal advocates of
preservation and of a return to
history and rootedness.

Modernity’s Twin
The recurrent claim of memory is
that the past should ideally become the
future. In the aftermath of modernity’s
imprint on the landscape, memory follows
as a watchful twin in the displacement,
dislocation, and disjuncture of human
experiences brought about by the
compression of place and time through
rapid political, socio-economic
and cultural transformations. It is
in this situation that memory becomes
utility in its various manifestations
such as in breeding nostalgia, lobbying
to preserve sites, retrospective
self-fashioning, and even reification
in the form of heritage festivals and
similar spectacles. In a world already
characterised by flux, memory is not
a still, silent witness nor a refuge
for life’s debris but a realm where,
borrowing from Jean Paul Sartre, the
praxis of progression and regression
between the past, present and future
is indeed possible.

Notes
1 Henri Bergson. Matter and Memory. New York: Zone Books, 1991
2 Ryunosuke Akutagawa. Rashomon and Seventeen Other Stories. London: Penguin Books, 2006

Iskander Mydin works in the
museum field with interests in
social and cultural histories.
Intentionally exposed to an
inter-disciplinary stream of
history, sociology, social
psychology, ethnology and
museum anthropology in three
universities both locally and
abroad, Iskander prefers the
crossing of knowledge boundaries
and mediums in the pursuit
of liminal thoughts, streams
of consciousness, and the
exploration of urban hybridity.
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Memory is a multi-faceted and fascinating concept. Researchers, from neuroscientists
to psychologists to artists, have been, and still are, exploring the complexities of
memory and its intricate relationships with perception and reality.
Memory also provides a fundamental link to humanity. We share and build
different narratives based on what we remember, what we think we remember, or
what others tell us we should remember. Our history as we know it is built on
memories and by extension, so will our present and future.
In this article, I would like to share some of my observations of the relationship
between memory and space based on two Reminiscence Theatre projects that I have
done from 2010 to 2012. In particular, I would like to unpack the different types of
spaces in the project and discuss the negotiation of memory through these spaces.
reminiscence We have all felt the joys and
pleasures of recalling events and
people with others. We could be
ex-classmates reminiscing school
days, a married couple recalling
favourite dating haunts, or
ex-colleagues talking about tough
times at work. The emotional
benefits of reminiscing have been
recognised by those working in
healthcare and social work related
to elderly services.
There are different ways through
which the elderly can recall and talk
about the past and these are

generally categorised under the
umbrella term ‘reminiscence work’.
The work allows one to recall and
validate one’s experiences, usually
in the presence of others, and
encourages a general sense of
well-being.
Some forms of the arts also fall
under this work. Reminiscence
Theatre, for example, enables the
sharing of memories by not only
talking about them but by their
dramatisation and performance.
While the performance at the end
may be performed by professional

actors in some projects, the elderly
contribute their memories and
participate in the curatorial
and creative process.
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reminiscence theatre projects Since 2010, I have had the pleasure
of working on two Reminiscence
Theatre projects with a group of
about 10 seniors from Jurong Spring
Community Club. I will call them
‘seniors’ as this is the term most
widely-used in Singapore. When
the first project began, the youngest
participant was 51 and the oldest
was 71. The projects were
theme-focused and the ideas,
memories generated revolved
around the themes.
The first project, Our Show (我们的
戏), revolved around memories of
childhood and the second project,
Letters to Aunty Worry (写给解忧阿
姨的信), was based on memories
of love. The two projects lasted
between six to nine months and the
group of seniors remained largely
the same over the two projects.
Both performances were held
in the hall at Jurong Spring
Community Club.

Students from Singapore
Polytechnic’s Diploma in Applied
Drama and Psychology programme
also assisted in the project. Their
roles ranged from assisting in the
games, documenting some of the
stories from the elderly, as well as
the taking on production roles. There
were between six to eight students
per project.
With me as the facilitator, the whole
group met once a week, for 2 hours,
with longer sessions closer to the
rehearsals.
There were three main goals for
the project. The first was to allow
a group of seniors to share and
validate their memories with each
other, with a group of young people
and eventually an audience of
seniors. The second was for the
seniors to explore a different form
in which they could express their
memories. Lastly, I also hoped that

the students could make links
between the seniors’ memories
and their own narratives.
The two projects had similar phases.
The first phase, lasting three to four
weeks, consisted of chit-chat sessions
where the elderly chatted about the
chosen topic. The second phase was
one of consolidation and devising.
The students and I would consolidate
similar threads emerging from the
chit-chats and look out for different
possibilities of exploration. The
subsequent devising sessions
consisted of drama games, activities
and more sharing. At the end of this
phase, the script would then be
written. The final phase included
rehearsals and the performance.
Through the different phases and
spaces of the project, memories
were triggered, surfaced,
excavated, and possibly remoulded, merged, embellished

and distorted. Before I discuss how
these may happen in the different
phases of the project, I would first
like to explore the concept of space.

–
our history as
we know it is built
on memories and
by extension, so
will our present
and future.
–
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messy spaces of the real, imagined
shared and performed Henri Lefebvre views space as a
social product, or a complex social
construction based on values and
the social production of meanings1.
Actual or absolute space, as we
know it, is a representation of the
relationships of those living in it.
Lefebrve also likens the production
of space to a spatial triad, that of
the perceived, the conceived and
the lived.
I would like to frame my discussion
of the different spaces in the
projects with the above notion of
space. In many ways, what we
remember is closely tied to how

we view our experiences. Our
perception of our experiences is,
in turn, cross-referenced with our
world view — a social construct.
Although I will discuss different
spaces in turn, it is necessary
to imagine the spaces to be
interacting with each other
organically. And as memories
flow from one space to another,
the movement is sometimes
disorganised and messy and
as such, intriguing.

body as space -

mind as space The brain is a complex organ.
Typically, what we experience with
our senses is transmitted to our
brain and subsequently encoded
and stored. When the brain receives
certain triggers afterwards, the
encoded information is retrieved as
memories. Without launching into
biological concepts and details,
it suffices here to see the brain
divided into different areas, each
responsible for certain functions.
Because of the massive amount of
external stimuli we come across
each moment, only selected
experiences are encoded. The
encoding of these memories also
depends entirely on one’s subjective
perspectives on the experience. The
information stored in our head is
then likely to be different from

‘reality’. When we finally express
our memories through speech or
actions, the memories may also be
different from their state in storage.
Many activities in reminiscence
work use sensorial stimuli like songs,
pictures and objects (for touching
or smelling). These stimuli act as
triggers to jolt the storage and
retrieval process in the brain. The
idea is to activate the ‘storage’
space by introducing similar stimuli
that the mind has experienced
before, in the hope that these
memories emerge from an
internal space in the brain.

The expression of memories can
take many forms. One could talk,
write, or put memories in images.
Memories could also be expressed
via the body. While memories are
encoded and stored in the brain,
the body sometimes also becomes
a retainer of memories. Once
external stimuli are introduced to
the brain, the memory could be
expressed via the body, almost as if
it is a reflex action. These memories
are very often based on ritualistic
movements repeated frequently for
a period of time. For the seniors,
it could be fanning the fire at a
wood-burning stove, shooting birds
with a catapult, working the sewing
machine or harvesting vegetables.
The body remembers more than
we think it does. When seniors are
given the opportunity to activate the
body as a space in which memories
are stored, the results are rich.
However, this can be challenging
because the aged body has been
subjected to many years of physical
and social conditioning.
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the social space The presence of others has a
significant impact on the self. In
the social space with others, there
also exists a perceived order of
relationships. When one begins to
share memories, the social space is
something worth studying. Who is in
the social space and what are
the relationships amongst these
people? More importantly, how
do the participants perceive the
social relationships? How much of
the information shared is real and
how much is imagined? To what
extent do memories change during
the duration of a project?

–
actual or absolute
space, as we know it, is
a representation of the
relationships of those
living in it.
–
the theatre as public space Reminiscence Theatre can be
considered a type of community
theatre – a form of theatre
which is made by and intended
for members of a particular
community. This theatre in question
is a public space for this community
to share its issues, concerns, stories
and narratives. In this space,
memories are presented as an
aesthetic whole, with signs and
metaphors that the community
can recognise and appreciate.
As memories become public, they
instantaneously become external
stimuli for the audience members.
At the same time, the actor is also
performing his own memory and
this memory re-enters his own
mind again.

The performance can be an
event to share stories. But more
importantly, it could be a platform
for the audience can to make
connections to their own lives,
to critically question and reflect.
The theatre as a physical entity also
has a place in the social order. How
is this theatre space viewed in the
community and society at large?
What is the space usually used for?
Who has ‘control’ of this space?
With the brief exposition of the
various types of spaces that the
personal memories negotiate,
the following section outlines the
different phases of the reminiscence
projects and unpacks the
negotiation process.

phase 1
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CHATTING – WHERE PERSONAL SPACE
MEETS SOCIAL SPACE

–
the only single
male in the group
was especially
elusive when asked
about his youth. he
answered that he
was having fun in
many places.
–

This is the first phase where the
seniors in the project are gathered
together with the students and me
to chat. Typically, the chat sessions,
held in small groups of four to five,
began with general open-ended
questions. The seniors contributed
what they felt was relevant to the
question. The sharing was then met
with more questions from the group
and the process continued.
Memories which had laid dormant
in the mind were triggered by
listening to the memories of others.
As the memories shift from a
personal to a social space, what
one is willing to share is dependent
on many factors, for example, one’s
perception of the social situation,
his worldview and his perception
of what could happen after the
memory is shared.
There were three different groups
of people in the project: the elderly,
the students and me. Amongst
the seniors, there was also

differentiation in terms of age
and life experiences. For example,
the ‘leader’ of the group was a
64-year-old male. He is happily
married, a grandfather,
comfortably retired, and is still
physically active and contributes
much to work in the grassroots. In
the Singapore narrative, he can be
considered the ‘poster-boy’ senior
citizen. If one adds nine more
seniors to the space and place them
against the accepted Singapore
narrative, they would all occupy
different positions.
The students also shared this social
space and the seniors liked the
presence of the young people.
While the seniors relished the
interest and curiosity that the
students displayed, I do wonder
if they had ever held back stories
because they did not want to lose
a sense of authority in front of the
younger crowd. To add to the
equation, I was the facilitator, at an
age between the seniors and the

students. The seniors appreciated
the goals of the project and they
treated me as a teacher of sorts
and also someone who could help
tell their stories.
In Our Show, conversations moved
from childhood games, to school
days, to starting work at a young
age to gender inequality at home,
to absent fathers. Although the
seniors knew each other and were
generally willing to share, there
were a few who insisted they had
nothing ‘good’ to share. What was
‘good’ depended on their values
and experiences. In the same vein,

some of the the more extroverted
members were also depended on
to provide ‘exciting stories’.
The accepted cultural narrative
could have stopped some seniors
from speaking freely. In Letters to
Aunty Worry, those who have had
more opportunities to meet the
opposite gender were egged on by
their peers to share first. Those who
have had arranged marriages or
stayed single were more measured
and spoke less. The only single male
in the group was especially elusive
when asked about his youth. He
answered that he was having fun
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in many places (到处玩). When
probed, he repeated the phrase
but did not wish to elaborate.
The lady who had an arranged
marriage remarked that she was
intrigued by the love experiences
of her peers and said that hers was
‘boring’. ‘We met at a dinner, went
out a few times, then got married’,
she shared. While she was willing to
share some details of her arranged
marriage, she maintained that her
story was boring.
The accepted social and cultural
norms of having dated, loved,
married, raised children seemed
to weigh on the participants’ minds
before they shared.

Also, the participants knew that
some of their stories would be
performed in public. The
awareness of this could have
affected the sharing. They might
also be wary of a wider group of
audience knowing that particular
part of their life.
The following questions remain
of the chit-chats: How much was
remembered but not shared? To
what extent were the memories
accurate; how much was distorted
or embellished? Were the memories
strengthened as they were told?
Would it be better if one-to-one
chats were conducted instead?

–
while the seniors
relished the interest
and curiosity that
the students
displayed, i do
wonder if they had
ever held back
stories because they
did not want to lose
a sense of authority
in front of the
younger crowd.
–

phase 2

DEVISING AND EXPLORING –
BODIES IN THE SOCIAL SPACE

The devising activities served
several purposes. Firstly, ideas
which were brought up during
the chit-chat sessions could be
explored. Secondly, memories
which might not have been easily
verbalised could be expressed
through actions. Thirdly, we could
find out how different memories
can be presented as an aesthetic
whole at the end of the project.

many stories of group gatherings
and dating experiences. A picture
of a family in the 1950s made one
male participant recall a walk with
a lady friend along a street market
after a visit to her family. He
recalled vividly their silent
awkwardness, the distance they
kept while walking and the supper
that he brought for her family
after the walk.

Sensorial activities such as the
use of pictures, songs and physical
objects were used to assist in the
devising process.

In Our Show, some seniors brought
toys that they made themselves, like
a skipping rope made of rubber
bands and five stones. Some
played with the students and some
chatted about how they played
them in the past. The seniors also
re-enacted scenes of catching
birds, fish and rats. They told of
how they caught cockroaches for

In Letters to Aunty Worry, pictures
of Changi Beach, MacRitchie
Reservoir, Haw Par Villa, Queen
Elizabeth Walk, for example,
enabled the participants to share
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playing and consumption, and
taught the students the ‘correct’
way of catching cockroaches.
Through these activities, the
movement of memories is
multi-directional. There is
movement from the personal
to the social and vice versa.
Through games and devising
activities, aesthetics signs also
emerged. For example, a
common event which the
participants remembered was
the 1960 racial riots, when they
were either children or teenagers.
The sight of the angry crowds from
a second-storey shophouse, the
clanging of a metal pot in the
kampong to warn of impending

threats, the visual image of a
brother leaving the house with
leaflets were all strong signs.
These contributed to my
direction of the eventual piece.
Through the devising, one
question I asked myself
repeatedly was, ‘How could I
select specific memories and
their accompanying emotions
to be moved to the next space
aesthetically and authentically?’
The process of moving the
memories from the social space
to the theatre space was for me
a challenging one because of
the above question.

–
while memories are
encoded and stored in
the brain, the body
sometimes also
becomes a retainer
of memories. once
external stimuli are
introduced to the
brain, the memory
could be expressed via
the body, almost as if
it is a reflex action.
–

phase 3

REHEARSALS AND PERFORMANCE –
ENTERING THE THEATRE SPACE
Of all the phases, the seniors were
most fearful of this one. While
memories and stories were fluidly
shared, explored and developed in
the last two phases, this was the
phase which required them to
commit lines, images and
movements to memory.
The participants were aware of the
nature of the project and were
cognizant of the fact that their
performance served as a sharing
platform; as triggers for others to
recall their memories and for
reflection amongst the audience.
They were fearful then, of forgetting
the lines, the blocking and most
importantly, of not being able to
perform (in all senses of the word).
The keenness to share was

mediated by the knowledge that
the sharing would now be done
in a different space, serving a
different purpose.
Helen Nicholson believes that
‘connecting to the past through
recalling personal memories is
also a process that invites people
to make sense of the present, to
locate their lives in relation to
public events, and to share and
re-evaluate their cultural beliefs,
values and aspirations’2.
In Our Show, the participants
shared the origins of their names
and their parents’ expectations of
them through the names. They
shared childhood games they
enjoyed, in relation to those their
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grandchildren play. They shared
of how as children, they witnessed
personal events against the context
of national events, for example,
how they saw the dysfunctions of
their families amidst the racial
riots. Some scenes received loud
applause, signifying recognition
of both the memories as well as
the actors.
In Letters to Aunty Worry, the
seniors took on roles related to the
protagonist. By interacting with the
audience who were also enrolled to
help the protagonist, they shared
perspectives on love, arranged
marriages, responsibility to the
family and challenging gender
roles in relationships.

final comments It is imperative to note that both
performances took place in
a community club – a space
‘designated’ by the government
for community building. I hope
that both projects were not a
simple re-telling of stories, of
simply affirming the status quo,
but a social commentary of life
through personal narratives. The
performances looked at gender
roles, at the concept of childhood,
at the ideas of personal freedom
and responsibility towards the
family.

I could have taken more risks in
focusing more critically on ‘hidden’
stories, for example, on the two
seniors who were single, on the
widow who had an arranged
marriage but is enjoying life even
more now because ‘her duty is
done’. In view of the different
spaces that the memories
negotiated through, I was also
reined in by my own perceptions of
the spaces. While I journeyed with
the seniors through the different
spaces, whose memories was I
really sharing?

By bringing these memories
out from a personal to a public
space, I also hope that this social
commentary can spark off more
memories to be re-activated,
discussed, debated, built, reshaped and passed on to the
next generation.

This last question will always be on
my mind as I prepare and move on
to my third Reminiscence Theatre
project.

–
i hope that both projects
were not a simple re-telling
of stories, of simply
affirming the status quo,
but a social commentary
of life through personal
narratives.
–

Chang Mei Yee teaches
applied drama at the
Singapore Polytechnic.
She has a Masters of
Arts in Theatre Education
from Goldsmiths College,
University of London.
She enjoys working with
senior citizens and is
grateful for the stories
they have shared. She
hopes these stories
can be weaved into the
narratives of the next
generation.

Notes
1

Henri Lefebvre. The Production of Space. Oxford: Blackwell, 1991.

2

Helen Nicholson. ‘Re-locating Memory: Performance, Reminiscence and Communities of Diaspora.’
in The Applied Theatre Reader, edited by T. Prentki & S. Preston. New York: Routledge, 2009.
Production photos provided by Chang Mei Yee.
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encore

a short film by royston tan
a sensitive and tender work, capturing the memories of victoria theatre, with oral narrations by
singapore chinese language theatre veterans. the film was made in 2010, as victoria theatre was
about to undergo extensive renovations
presented as part of ‘scenes: singapore’s chinese language theatre’
a huayi 2010 festival commission, co-produced by esplanade — theatres on the bay and drama box
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Looking into the Past
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submitted by Yeh Yue Hann

The method is simple. Find an old photo and try to line
up the photo with its present day scene. The result is
a juxtaposition of the past onto the present.
In 2009, American Jason Powell started a
Flickr group called ‘Looking into the Past’ where he
superimposed old images he found from photographic
archives into their present day state. The practice
sparked a small following within the online community,
which responded with their own contributions. Some of
whom took their own family photographs to recreate
unique images.
Singapore has gone through many physical changes
over the last few decades, with some iconic landscapes
of a generation such as the Stamford Road National
Library, already lost, but many still remain.
In a bid to recapture some lost memories, I
flipped through family albums to find old photographs
I could use to express my nostalgia. The exercise
reconnected me with my personal memories and also those
of my family. Returning physically to the same location
of the original photographed image allowed me to
reconnect with that memory. Standing on the ground
where that photograph was taken made me feel like I
was there again, even if only in my mind.
It was truly looking into my past.

Day out at the
Esplanade Park
This picture was taken in
the 1950s, at the Tan Kim
Seng Memorial located within
the Esplanade Park. The
fountain still works today,
though City Hall in the
background is currently
undergoing renovations to be
reborn as The National Art
Gallery of Singapore.

A grain of sand at Sembawang Park
A family outing to Sembawang Park
in the early 1980s, one of the few
seaside parks in Singapore.
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Siblings playing at the Chinese
Garden
You used to have to pay an admission
fee and even incur additional
charges if you brought a camera into
the Chinese Garden. But that did not
stop young families in the 1980s
from visiting the popular park to
spend quality time.

Hanging out at Clarke Quay

A Date at MacRitchie Reservoir

As teenagers in the mid 90s,
Clarke Quay was the ‘cool’
place to hang out.

A popular dating spot for couples
in the 1970s. This picture was
taken at the iconic zig-zag
bridge of the MacRitchie
Reservoir Park.
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The Pelican of Ang Mo Kio
Posing at the Lim Bo
Seng Memorial
Families in the 1950s would spend time
at public parks, having picnics and
simply enjoying nature. Nowadays,
we hang out in air-conditioned malls.

This picture was taken at the public
playground in front of Block 304, Ang Mo Kio
Avenue 1. The playground housed ‘The
Pelican’, one of many such playground
structures designed by local Housing
Development Board architect Khor Ean Ghee.
The last of its kind was demolished in 2012.
The one in Ang Mo Kio was probably torn down
much earlier to make way for estate
upgrading. It was a playground many children
of the 1980s grew up playing in.

+ photographs by Yeh Yue Hann, reproduced with permission and may not be reproduced without consent.
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